Notes on pledges to be re-made & new pledges.
Dickens
Preface to the Papers
1812-1870
REF ID: A62871
Rodo # REB3 ID3362871 34 + 34.1

Handwritten expression
P. 318 of above containing 153.2 transcription of the above note.
Get better photo of #7
Confed. Cipher Device
Get better slide of Marshall-Drewery photo

[used for testing projector]

[used for testing projector]

not the plate to be used in stack
Get slides made of some of my Syllabaries etc.
End 1st period?
See time.
Yet slide made of ciphers
in Tilden-Hayes
Campaign
Her photo plus quote of "777" in front of 1885 WD Code (as used in S. Am War). Idea of putting in the addenda in the book itself!!
Can get photo + slide of ad in Richmond paper for crypt ??
Revise Egypt hieroglyph
slides
her photo & slide of Young Poe's stuff
Tilden-Hayes Campaign
1876
N.Y. Tribune
Can get Ref. AD 1628 Floradora books?

Better slides of Atlantic

Insides of SG-41

Slides of Robot & Comparator

Slide of I/A + network reconstruction
redo  #  #  Earliest 1/15
redo  Ø  - Mona Mona

136.2  Raster code

Ski of sculpture by E$ubo
5

10 slides
Can get pictures of Bombs?
Make slide of double transposition
Cipher
Forgot to tell about complete victory.

1. Kansas City Army used Manchester Bluff.
2. Advertising in Richmond Papers.
   "His Paymaster"
Make plans of a typical
permutation table of garble
detector & corrector.
Solution of ATB REF: A62871

Printing Telegraph Cipher

IBM

(Get plied inside)
Let Bowen feel if Waberski out of shape if can make slide for.

Felser 11 21 1
References in James Eyes of the Navy:

- Career People 1922 (Basil Thompson)
- The Scene Changes 1939
- Von Papen’s Memoirs
- R.L. Friend’s biography of A.E.W. Mason
- Get A.E.W. Mason’s mystery books. See James Eyes of the Navy
Get Mendelssohn's brochure on Y Dep Code & make slides.
Slide of Kwing Hall in James Eves' & De Grey

Denniston
Make Alude, if possible. I am
from

Fresh

This rear from Paris to

Wash in 7:00. I can
Slide of headlines of American newspapers 1 March 1917
Ewing p. REF:ID:A62871

refers to Boston Herald

"described in detail this amazing story, which would be incredible if it were not true."
True up S-9 on slide S-62

Get out dem 75.

"Film strip course in Egypt"
Radio S-65 or S-66

Radio $S-54 + S-55 + S-56$
What was this "Magie"?

Origin of term - M. Magic Summary

Def: CONTENT - info produced by an agency engaged in studying radio transmitters and other communications of a foreign country.

Distributed with:
1) Special intelligence
2) I.1
Make slide of Cymburn book.
E de Vere + d'Arcy Sen L. Carroll
side by side

Square up S-62 slide
Slide of Troulus & Guenda Poles

11" page from Beal's Cabalistic
on "Number of the beast"
End of Slides for Lecture
Section 1 of Part I
Make better slide of 1947 —
got whole poem in

Make slide of ho
hono
honor
etc.

Show slide of honofrabilidini on
Get photo. But among Northumberland was
Group 3 of 8 slides

Section of lecture 2
24 June 1988

First 8 slides of Section 1

33 slides
Slide 1: "Every antigen too much reading.

Photo of Dr. Owen?

Remount S-g slide.

Slide of Hypomelanosis / Polydactyly (from I from rear)
World War I Period
2nd Period [SAP] 25 June 55
Get better photo of Donnelly $5